Position: Technical Manager
Location: SPAIN, San Sebastian

The EUROPEAN ANTI-CYBERCRIME TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION (EACTDA) is looking for a Technical Manager - IT ENGINEER. The Technical Manager will report to the Business Manager of the Secretariat of the Association. The Technical Manager will be the maximum responsible person of all the technical aspects of the Association, both for operations and for new technical developments.

Main tasks / responsibilities:

Among its responsibilities it will be to define and ensure the compliance with the guidelines and procedures for the full development life cycle. The Technical Manager will also be responsible of the IT service and Project Management duties. In addition, the Technical Manager will be responsible of the following functions:

- Design and ensure the correct implementation and operation of all the necessary IT services of the Secretariat of the Association.
- In the scope of own-developed (EACTDA internal) new software development projects:
  - Assist product owners, customers, end-users, and other stakeholders in the writing of the requirements for new software or applications.
  - Design technical solutions that meet the functional and non-functional requirements.
  - Developing high-level product specifications with attention to system integration and feasibility.
  - Lead and manage own-developed projects.
  - Define all aspects of development from appropriate technology and workflow to coding standards.
  - Communicate successfully all concepts and guidelines to development team.
  - Oversee progress of development team to ensure consistency with initial design.
  - Provide technical guidance and coaching to developers and engineers.
  - Ensure software meets all requirements of quality, security, modifiability, extensibility etc.
  - Ensure proper documentation and reporting.
  - Approve final product before launch.
- In the scope of projects funded by EACTDA but conducted by third-parties:
  - Monitor and support software development.
  - Oversee and supervise progress of the development team.
- Suggest and implement solutions for process improvement.
- Guide, train, and mentor subordinates.

Required profile:

- Proven experience as Software Architect.
- Proven experience as Software Development Team Lead.
- Proven experience as Project Manager.
- Experience in software development and programming in various languages (e.g., Python, C++, C#, .NET, Java).
- Excellent knowledge of software and application design and architecture.
- Excellent knowledge of System Architecture principles.
- Excellent knowledge of Software Security Assurance principles.
- Excellent knowledge of Software Quality assurance principles.
- Excellent knowledge of modeling methods (e.g., UML, DFD).
- MSc/MA in Computer Science, Engineering or similar relevant field.
- Excellent command / highly proficient in spoken and written English.
The following will be a plus:

- Proven experience with European Commission research and innovation programs, preferably in security research projects.
- Excellent knowledge of software design patterns.
- Familiarity with HTML/CSS, JavaScript and UI/UX design.
- Experience ensuring conformance to software quality standards or models, such as ISO/IEC 9126 (now superseded by ISO 25010), SPICE or CMMI.
- Experience in the implementation of ISO/IEC 27000-series standards.
- Experience in negotiating with IT providers.
- Experience in handling European Union Classified Information (EUCI).

The company offers:

- Permanent contract
- Salary: 27.000 to 54.000€ gross per year negotiable for the right applicant.
- Remote working allowed part of the time.

How to apply:

Send your CV in English to euresPToutgoing@iefp.pt to the attention of Ana Pimentel

Very important - please write in the subject of the email "589068521 – IT Engineer".

See this link for details on the employer: https://www.eactda.eu/

Apply ASAP and no later than October 31st, 2021